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What we are doing

We bring people together

We develop the dyes of the future

We strengthen women's rights

We promote creativity

We sensitize the decision makers of tomorrow
Sevengardens

Workshop with Peter Reichenbach at Dinslaken

We learned: there is no waste in the kitchen, everything can be used for extracting colors and dyes
Workshop Sevengardens

Experimenting, trying and documenting how colors change under different pH-values
Workshop sevengardens...
comprises:

finding the right color for dyeing, coloring and changing the shade using acid or alcalic ingredients, make a little color map, establish a garden with the needed plants
Pop up workshop on occasion of a company’s celebration
red cabbage
red cabbage + lemon
red cabbage + baking soda
Workshop „Pop-Up“

With the workshop we plan:
rent a mobile coloring unit
fabricate the color batch yourself
mix the needed shade
dry and tailor (cloth bag or similar)
Workshop Ecoprinting

Dying and Steaming leaves workshop with Elisabeth Viguie-Culshaw...
Workshop ecoprinting

Start with botanical information
Leaves and blossoms were created
Different results could be obtained by either steam or dyeing
Creative results on cloth or paper